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EDITORIAL

The new rebels are here

D

ear Fellow,
We are very happy to report that the electric guitar design contest is under way and we
have received a lot of submissions.

The contest is mainly an exercise in creativity, a refreshing view on an instrument that,
as our friends from www.gitarrendesign.net say, “since they were electrified, guitars became a symbol for freedom and rebellion against outdated rules. But they aren’t free or rebellious anymore.
For fifty years guitars have been wearing the same clothes and have been following the same rules,
making now the former rebel a part of the establishment”.
But, as you will see in the article at the end of this issue, away from the classics we go. Some of the
submitted designs are impossible or impractical to build, some are outrageously provocative, many
are beautiful, some aren’t. But they are all original. And speaking as a guitar designer, I confess that

one or two of them made me say “why
didn’t I come up with that idea?”
The winner will be announced in the
last issue of the year. In the meantime,
the contest is already a success and for
that I thank all participants. The closing date for the submission of designs
is August 30th.

Leo Lospennato is luthier,
author of books on lutherie
and editor of SUSTAIN
Magazine. He lives in
Berlin, Germany.
Visit www.lospennato.com.
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LETTERS

A Free Gibson
at my Doorstep
I enjoyed Helmuth Lemme’s article
on the Gibson LP Recording models very
much, having had a very short relationship with one of these instruments a long
time ago.
In the spring of 1973 as a desperately poor
college student, a knock on the door one day
brought the UPS man with a rectangular box
clearly from Gibson, addressed to me. Inside
was a brand new LP Recording model, with no
note or any indication why it was sent to me.
I definitely didn’t order one of what was at the
time the most expensive instrument in Gibson’s
catalog. Looking at the shipping label again I
found that it was addressed to Tony Mottola at
my address.
I contacted the jazz guitar legend but he was
not expecting a delivery of that instrument. I
contacted the shipper, and they verified that it
came directly from Gibson.
When I called Gibson and suggested that
they might have made a big mistake they
huffily insisted that they simply did not send
out expensive instruments like this one by
mistake. So it looked like the LP was mine! I
played around with it for a few months and my
memories of that instrument are just as Mr.
Lemme notes in his article.
That Gibson managed to make an instrument
capable of such a variety of sounds using
nothing but passive components is still pretty
amazing. I sold the instrument not long after
receiving it, needing money for rent and tuition,
but I do have fond memories of it even after all
these years.

Photo: H. Lemme

This issue’s cover

A violin designed and built by South African
luthier Murray Kuun, in a photographic montage
that shows both its front and its back. Despite
the instrument’s bold shape, it was built
following the traditional methods of classical
lutherie. More info on murraykuun.com

R. M. Mottola
Boston, Massachussetts, USA
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FRANKFURT MUSIKMESSE 2013

THE NEW,
THE OLD,
AND THE UGLY
BY LEO LOSPENNATO

W

elcome to the world’s most important music trade fair, the
Frankfurt Musikmesse. This is
a truly vibrant event with more
than 1.500 exhibitors from over 100 countries and
70.000 visitors every year. We will share our experiences grouped in three categories: the New (original, clever products), the Old (the same things we

8

see each year, again and again), and what we will
call the Ugly.

THE NEW
Curiously enough, the most interesting, innovative products we discovered come not from the
producers of electric instruments, but from the
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violin family makers. The first example
is shown on the opposing page, a selection of violins made by luthiers from
Cremona—a city that is recognized
as the birthplace of traditional violin
making. Following the demands of a
very conservative market (players who
want old-Italian-looking, Strad-like
violins and cellos) these instruments
honor the established canon of lutherie.
Is such emulation of the classics merely
plagiarism, a kind of copycat lutherie?
Not at all. To build an instrument that
approximates the visual and tonal
quality of the historical masterworks is
something achievable not by those who
want, but by those who can—those who
have developed the necessary skills
that mastery demands.
Why do we include these violins among
“the New”? Because the merit of these
new violins is to look and sound old; the innovation is present, maybe paradoxically, in the very
recovery of old recipes and techniques right from
the claws of oblivion. And then investing in constant research, that has the objective of finding a
way to make then even better.
Formula 1 violins
Innovation is also to be found, though in a much
ore radical way, in a series of violins made of
carbon fiber (top right). Built in Germany (www.
mezzo-forte.de), these instruments, unlike the
wooden ones, offer complete stability in the face
of the most extreme fluctuations in temperature
and humidity. The fingerboards are synthetic as
well, while the rest of the components (tuning
pegs, bridge, sound post, chin rest and tailpiece)
are those of a conventional violin. The design of

the shape is pretty clever: it has the exact dimensions of a traditional instrument, but whitout the
corners. That removes the baroque visual element
of the body, creating a more stilized impression
while allowing the player to keep the usual physical feel. The shape of the f-holes follow the same
design principle; they have no circular holes at the
ends, who’s function in a normal violin is to create
a surface in the violin’s face that vibrates with the
highest frequencies. This instrument doesn’t seem
to need that resource, because it offers some piercing trebles already. In our personal opinion, the
tone can be described as precise and clear, even
when we only had the chance of hearing the violin
at the noisy halls of the Musikmesse (which are the
exact opposite to a quiet concert hall - check this
video on YouTube, bit.ly/YxNKDW).
Another German made, innovative product we
stumbled upon was a fine-tuning device for the vi9
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olin family (see picture on the right), which eliminates friction against the pegholes, because the
parts in contact with the holes do not move. The
tapered shaft of the peg (taper = 1:30 for violins
and violas, 1.25 for cellos) is put in place just like
a normal peg would, without glue, of course. The
only moving parts are the head of the peg and the
segment around which the string is wound. Apart
from avoiding the typical peghole damage that
conventional pegs cause, this ingenious artifact
offers a transmission ratio of 8,5 to 1, as opposed
to the 1:1 relation of wooden pegs. They look just
like a normal peg; the two transparent ones seen
on the picture are intended to show the mechanism at work, which allows a smooth turn of the
head in the desired direction (more info on www.
wittner-gmbh.de).
Headless and fretted
Still in the violin section, more innovation was
found, this time coming from the house of Steinberger (picture on the right, bottom). Take 30 seconds to spot all the unusual things you can see in
this strange instruments. Go!
I am sure you noticed the fact that one of them
has frets on it. Also, they are headless, something
already classical when it comes to Ned Steinberger design. They also have active electronics, given away by the pots and the switch on the
side, which are controls for volume, treble/bass,
and the selection of the preamp mode: low impedance for an electric violin sound, and a balanced
mode that produces the frequency response of the
traditional acoustic violin.
The black bout on the treble side is detachable, allowing for either a traditional position of the playing hand, or a complete freedom of movement.
The body is made of solid maple, and it comes in
a 4-string or 5-string version, like the ones in the
picture (you didn’t notice that one, did you?)
10
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Half a double bass equals one bass
Moving to the big league. That thing you see on the right of the
background photo is indeed a bass. Compare its size with that
of a normal one, seen on the left. Named the “Czech-Ease™” it
was designed by luthier David Gage (www.davidgage.com) to
maximize portability. The lower bout is all but gone, and the
head’s scroll is detachable (shown in the pictures below). This
instrument fits in the trunk of a medium sized car, and if carried on an airplane it is much easier (and cheaper) to transport
than a bulky, conventional bass.

The bass doesn’t fit in the trunk? Just take the scroll off!
(Strunal Musical instruments, www.strunal.cz)
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In the acoustic guitar section we had some nice
findings as well. The first acoustic that grabbed
our attention was this “Oracle Peace” model, by
Luna (picture on the right - top) which has the
word ‘peace’ laser-carved on the top, in many languages. It is actually an electro-acoustic instrument, with a 3-band equalizer. The top is made of
spruce and the sides are in mahogany. The peace
sign in the sound hole constitutes a nice thematic
detail.
Czech luthier Jan Fiser (www.fiserguitars.cz)
presented his Archtop guitars; the one in the photo (right - bottom) has an obvious inspiration that
comes from the violin family. Such influence is
not uncommon among archtop guitars (especially
in the shape of the f-holes) but rarely do the edges
of the instruments and the tailpiece follow the violin design so closely. The guitar has a warm aged
look, and in the photo you can even see some pick
marks in the area where a pickguard should be.
On the first picture of the opposing page we see a
classic guitar from Spanish company Alhambra.
In the next section we will argue that innovation
comes not from big companies anymore, but from
independent luthiers. This company licensed one
of those innovations (a development by Switzerland-based luthier Pepe Toldo). Six channels
precisely routed on the bass side of the guitar (see
photo) much in the way of portholes. We had the
chance to hear this guitar and to compare it with
a similar one without the channels, and it produces a sound with more freedom, clearly percivable
from the position of the player, but also from the
position we were in, directly in front of the guitar.
Also on the next page (picture in the center) we
see the stunning back of a classic guitar made by
German Luthiére Franziska Kössl, with a back
made from a beautiful book-matched spalted maple.

12

Luna’s “Oracle Peace”.
An archtop by Jan
Fiser.
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Pleasant surprises

A classic
guitar
with an
unusual
porthole
system.

The Frankfurt Musikmesse is of course not only
about instruments: it is fundamentally a networking opportunity for luthiers, distributors, suppliers, dealers, and musicians. In this last category
we had a couple of enchanting surprises, just walking around the halls. While visiting the stand of
Spanish guitar maker Vicente Carrillo, we had
the chance of witnessing acclaimed classical guitarist Heike Matthiesen (picture below) trying
out one of his guitars. Rarely can one have the opportunity of getting his eyes and ears embalmed
with such beauty. In the context of the promotion
of her new CD, “Serenade” (that comes out in mid
May), she spontaneously played some short fragments of classical pieces of her repertoire to the
delight of lucky passerby’s.

A stuning back in a guitar made by
Franzisla Kössl.

Beauty and talent: classic guitarist Heike
Matthiesen testing some guitars.
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Walking around the halls you constantly stumble
upon bands playing all kinds of music; in this case
some very nice jazz.

Bastian Kanbach
from Zeal Guitars
holding a “Cupido”
model, with a top
made of pulverized
gold-bronze, in this
case with a vintagelooking patina
(zeal-guitars.de).

Berlin based luthier Frank Deimel
demonstrates the awesome tone of his
“Firestar” model (deimelguitarworks.de)

14

Those painted nails ring a bell... Wasn’t
he in Mötley Crüe, or was it Poison?
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THE OLD
Sadly, as soon as we arrived in the halls dedicated
to electric guitars and basses, it was immediately
clear that we had left innovation and surprises behind.
The huge stand of one pretty popular brand was
crowned by a large sign with the logo of the company and the slogan “guitar research” written on
it. But then, hanging on the walls, one could only
see copies of models that have been around for decades, leaving us with the question “what research
are they talking about?” Only a few of their guitars,
tailored for a heavy-metal market, took a step or
two in the direction of design boldness. But ‘boldness’ in this case did not equal beauty or elegance,
just some sharper, more sticking-out guitar horns.
We all know about the myriad of Chinese companies (and now increasingly some Indian ones, too)
that only have one market strategy: to mass produce as many copies of famous models as they can.
We have already seen their “less pauls” and “stratocrapsters”. But the really big ones, like Fender,
Gibson and companies of that size, the ones that
created the most famous electric guitar models
ever... well, they are copying too: they are copying
themselves. They change the stand layout a little
bit, they change the color of the carpets... but they
never, ever change the products. Any guitar they
present as a “new model” is not new in terms of innovation or design, but only new as in “new rockstar endorsing contract”.
Yes, the path of creativity has been abandoned
long ago by the big names. They prefer, of course,
the path of profit. That makes us wonder about the
real cause of such inertia, and we conclude that,
ultimately, it has to be the customers. For a thousand dollars or less anyone can get an off-the-rack
guitar that looks just like the one used by their favorite celebrity. Why would they buy a handcraft-

Beaten, not aged.

ed, unique, and more expensive instrument made
by a luthier? The answer is simple: they won’t.
Even the high-end segment of the market is under
siege by the corporations. The picture at the top of
this page shows two aged strats exhibited at the
humongous Fender stand. When we say “aged” we
don’t mean the skilled aging process we saw in the
violins at the beginning of this article. No. These
guitars got beaten by a guy with a screwdriver or
something. Whoever worked on these instruments
didn’t even go to the trouble of installing a matching, aged pickguard. The cheap, plastic pickguards
look brand new, but the guitars’ bodies look like
they were gnawed by a bear. This is what passes
for “custom instruments” these days.
We are not picking up on Fender: Gibson is no exception. Ibanez, Dean... you name it: they are all
copying themselves, or each other. Visiting their
stands year after year is guaranteed to result in a
bad case of déja-vu. Even PRS, a company started
by a college kid making some original guitars one
by one out of Bowie, Maryland, now has a huge
stand with walls covered with one model.
15
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Guitars Wars: The Clones Strike Back.

Sure, it comes in several colors, and
the birds’ inlays are cute. But it is the
same guitar and the same birds’ inlays, again and again.
Compare the monotony of the wall
in the picture above, with the elegance and style of the instruments
in the picture below it. They are a
guitar and a bass designed by Martin
Off, (www.offguitardesign.com) an
award-winning guitar designer from
Germany who, by the way, is one of
the judges of our guitar design contest. Luthier Jozsi Lak (www.jozsilak.de) built them both. We define
The Soulsista’, by Off/Lak,
in its guitar and bass versio
ns.
elegance the combination of beauty,
originality and efficiency of design,
and this “Soulsista’” design (that is
the name of the model) has all three
of them.
ter the show? We believe that originality is not to
Question: If you were to attend a concert, wouldn’t
be understood as an abstract, merely aesthetic
you rather remember a musician who uses an inadvantage. We are convinced that originality can
strument with an original design, an instrument
very well help with the branding and the identity
about which you could maybe chat with him afof an artist. And we think that by choosing the
16
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usual instruments, artists are losing a valuable
opportunity for differentiating themselves from
the rest of the pack.
Our rant is almost over. Bear with us; let’s have
some more schadenfreude fun together.

THE UGLY
Look at the guitar in the picture above, a Telecaster decorated in a steampunk style. Price:
23.403 euros (about $30,500). Let’s check if this
concoction has any of the attributes of elegance,
as defined above.
Simplicity? Nope. Among several other objects,
the thing has a non-functioning amperimeter
stick on the front, and a pump handle screwed to
the lower horn, for goodness sake.
Originality? Nil. It’s just a Telecaster. All the
stuff stuck to it is a superficial, decorative resource. Under all that hides a totally normal Telly, one of the most ubiquitous guitars ever.
Efficiency? Nein. Unless you consider “efficient”
having to turn a motorcycle’s gears and chain to
operate the tone of your guitar. Seriously, you
could get a finger caught in that thing.
The big brands have the financial resources,
the independent luthiers have the imagination.
Could something interesting result from combining both, like Alhambra and Pepe Toldo did?

Ending with a high note
For people who are into music, this event is the
non-plus ultra, probable exception made of
NAMM, which I am sure is something on a par.
Are you planning to come, sometime? Reserve your hotel room some months in advance.
Plan to attend at least two days, but not the last
day: that’s when the Messe is open to the general
public. Have your camera ready: you might have
a sudden face-to-face encounter with Slash, Steve
Lukather, or some other virtuoso. Do not take any
of your own instruments with you, as you would
not be allowed to enter with it. There is a lot to see;
choose wisely. Remember, this is Germany: it is
nice and safe to walk around, but everyone expects
that you will follow the rules, everywhere. Enjoy
the local cuisine. Wear some comfortable shoes.
Pack light. Find inspiration.
And above it all, go talk to the people in the stands
you find interesting, especially the small ones.
They will be more than happy to have a nice conversation with you about these lovely things, God
bless them, these amazing chunks of wood we
make music with.
Additional info: www.messefrankfurt.com
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ELECTRONICS

WHO’S
AFRAID OF

ACTIVE

GUITARS?
Dying batteries, hum,
high cost, and several
other myths are
dispelled in this indepth look at active
guitar electronics
Fig. 1: Industrial quality inside a Parker guitar.

BY HELMUTH LEMME

A

ctive electronic circuits are installed
in almost all the better electric basses today. These allow a much widerranging sound control than passive
ones: separate controls for bass and treble, and
often for the midrange too, as well as continu18

ous blending of two pickups. If you want a ‘slapsound’, where the string hits the frets, then an active circuit is obviously better. Another advantage
is that the tone colour does not depend on the setting of the volume pot. You can lower the volume
without treble loss and can use very long cables.
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Fig. 2: Vox “Starstream” with a lot of different electronic effects, even a tuner
(if you turn the magazine around, you might be able to read the control panel).

Active electronics are usually powered by a single
9-V battery, but in rare cases two batteries are required, or even an external power supply.
But what about guitars with active electronics? These are less popular. Many guitarists
do not want them. They say it ruins the sound. Is
this really true?
It was true in the old days. The developers of the
circuits were not electronics experts. Many of
them were amateur tinkerers, and the results were
poor. The story of active circuits is an old one. In
the fifties the German company Hoyer built a tube
amplifier and a loudspeaker into a full-body jazz
guitar. Apparently only three units were built and
it is thought they did not sound very good because
of problems with feedback. In the sixties, when

the first useable transistors came onto the market (still of germanium), the first battery-driven
active circuits appeared. One of the first was installed into a semi-acoustic Hofner 4570 guitar
(fig. 1, in the previous page) and I was able to
take a look at it when it was brought to me for repair. It used an OC71 transistor powered by a 3V
battery. Presumably it was intended to make the
signal louder. It was, however, more of a fuzz unit
than a preamp and it sounded terrible. More active circuits by the same company appeared in the
seventies and some were introduced by Framus,
Vox (fig. 2, above) and other companies. Some of
these included preamps, sound filters, wah-wahs,
and even an octave divider. Because the schematics were very simple, they did not sound very good
and soon disappeared. Musicians preferred external effect units.
19
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Probably the first company to install active circuits
of high professional quality was Alembic. At first
they produced only basses, but later made guitars
as well - all high quality, but in limited quantities
and expensive.
In 1977, some models by Gibson reached higher
sales figures. The ‘RD77 Artist’ guitar (fig. 3,
on the right) and a matching bass model came
first. The circuit consisted of active tone controls
(bass and treble), an additional treble booster, a
compressor and an expander. The compressor attenuates loud tones and amplifies soft ones for improved sustain. It worked very well and produced
long extended tones. The expander does the opposite, shortening the sustain. This did not work as
convincingly. In 1979 the wiring was improved a
little and some other models also were equipped
with it: “Les Paul Artist”, “ES Artist” (fig. 4, next
page, top), “SG Artist”, and “Sonex Artist”.
But all these guitars sounded considerably different from the base models even if the effects were
turned off. The warmth of the passive pickups was
missing. They sounded rather brittle and cold because at that time the circuit engineers still had
not understood the actual operation of the pickups correctly. The predominant opinion among
guitarists was that “this and that pickup sounds
like this and that”, but his is not entirely correct.
The pickup alone is not responsible for the sound:
external electrical load also plays an essential
role. This is primarily the guitar cable, which has
a certain capacitance and influences the sound.
Changing your cable can change your sound. This
may sound crazy but is true. The inductance of the
pickup and the capacitance of the cable form a resonating circuit that is an integral system that must
not be split up into parts. In the old active circuits
the pickups worked without a capacitive load so
they delivered a completely different sound. Many
guitarists did not like this and so those active circuits got a bad reputation. To simulate the cable,
20

Fig. 3. Gibson “RD77 Artist” with built-in compressor and expander.
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Fig. 4. Interior of a
Gibson “ES Artist”

I have soldered capacitors parallel to the pickups
on several Gibson Artist series guitars that have
come through my workshop. The sound got much
warmer, more like a Gibson sound.

Another company which
started installing active circuits back in the
seventies was Ovation.
Their acoustic guitars
with fibreglass bodies
have piezo pickups in the
bridge. There were some
other models with simple
passive electronics but
they don’t work very well.
The treble quickly disappears when you turn the
volume down, and noise
interference
increases.
With the active circuit on,
the tone quality is considerably better. Hardly any
manufacturer of electro-acoustic guitars uses passive wiring today.
Later, electric guitars combined both magnetic

The 80s saw the introduction of improved active circuits remedying the
problem: a suitable capacitor is installed here parallel to the input, e.g.
330pF, 470pF or 680pF, creating the
correct working conditions for the
pickup. Fender introduced the guitar
models named “Elite Stratocaster”,
“Eric Clapton Stratocaster”, and “Richie Sambora Stratocaster”, all of which
have a mid boost that makes the tone
fatter for overdriving an amp. (The
figure of 25dB usually associated with
them is not actually correct. The boost
is in fact 8dB.) The board is shown in
fig. 5 (below). It needs an extra routing
in the body.

Fig. 5: Hofner “4570T2” with
one germanium transistor
preamp, c.1962.
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and piezoelectric pickups. In principle, you can
do this passively but only as a makeshift solution.
With an active circuit it works much better. You
can mix both very precisely and if you adjust the
volume the tone doesn’t change. The first guitars
of this type were introduced by Parker (fig. 6, below) and Godin (fig. 7, opposing page). Many others followed.
Different kind of active circuits
The simplest of all circuits is a so-called impedance
converter. It does not amplify the sound signal but
separates the capacitance of the guitar cable from
the pickup. It has a high input resistance and a
low output resistance which increases the pickup’s
resonance super-elevation and consequently the
expressiveness of the sound. If you put different
capacitors in parallel to the pickup, you can vary
its resonance frequency and thus the tone colour
within broad limits. A rotary switch with several
capacitors is very practical, a so-called “C-Switch”.
It can replace the standard tone pot so that there is
no need to drill an additional hole.

A preamplifier offers the same advantages but also
makes the sound signal much louder—a useful
feature if you have pickups which deliver a weak
output signal. With a preamp you can even drive
the amp further into distortion. With a 9V supply
a sensible amplification factor usually ranges from
2-fold to 6-fold. With higher gain there is danger
of distortion in the preamp, which as we noted
before, can sound very unpleasant and should
be avoided. Distortion should happen only in the
guitar amplifier itself. With a higher gain preamp,
distortion can be avoided by increasing the supply
voltage to 18V, but you would need two batteries—
a solution only possible if there is enough space in
the guitar.
Another type of active circuit has active tone controls: separate regulators for bass and treble, and
sometimes midrange (usually found in basses, as
noted above). These circuits are seldom used in
guitars. One exception is the Gibson Artist series I mentioned earlier. Not many guitarists are
convinced that this equalization method offers ay
benefits.
However, there is yet another kind of sound control which has a considerably better effect. This is
called a second order low-pass filter with adjustable resonant frequency and resonance super-elevation. In technical jargon this is a “State Variable
Filter”. With its adjustable transfer characteristic
it can electronically simulate many different pickups providing a wide variety of tone colours. This
type of circuit was first used by Alembic and then
later by others, for example in guitars by Aria or
basses by Wal. Versions which can be installed on
guitars and basses are available from the author.

Fig. 6: Circuit board of the Fender Mid Boost.
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Sustainers, on the other hand, are very special
things. These are little amplifiers that drive an
electromagnet which excites the strings in the
rhythm of their own vibration, stimulating them
to vibrate more strongly. It produces feedback

All Photos by H. Lemme
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EMG. Because of this preamplifier, active
pickups have a completely different transfer characteristic o to passive pickups.
They do not have any resonance. Treble
and bass are attenuated while the middle
frequencies are emphasised. This is not
very favourable for clean sounds but is
excellent for overdriven sounds. The trick
with capacitors connected in parallel to
the pickup coil does not work here as the
connection between the coil and the preamp input is not accessible. Their characteristic is fixed and can’t be changed by
simple means. The only way is to connect
a ‘State Variable Filter’ at the output.
Common arguments against active
electronics

Fig. 7: A Godin with mixable piezo and magnetic pickups.

even at low volume. These circuits consume high
current so an external power supply makes more
sense than a battery. Manufacturers gave up
building effects like distortion, wah-wah, phaser,
flanger and echo, into guitars because musicians
preferred separate boxes on the ground.
Active pickups
As I said before, it is useful to use a preamp to
overdrive an amplifier more strongly. To simplify
assembly, some manufacturers have installed the
preamp into the pickup directly. These are called
“active” pickups. They have an additional red wire
apart from the normal output cable to which a 9-V
battery is attached. A well-known manufacturer is

Anyone who dares to suggest that active
guitars are superior to passive ones will
often meet with disapproval because a
reflexive distrust of this technology persists. Despite all the advantages of active electronics many guitarists are still very sceptical. There
are some real problems, admittedly, but most are
just myths. Let’s review them.
“The battery could go flat in the middle of
a performance”
Certainly this is true. So you need to have a spare
battery in your guitar case, just like you need spare
strings. Cheap batteries are not recommended
because these don’t retain their charge for a long
time—they can get flat just by lying around. Alkali manganese batteries are the best; they do not
only last much longer but stay fresh for a long time
when not used.
However, batteries don’t suddenly go flat - they become gradually weaker and weaker. You’ll notice
a dying battery when hard strummed tones begin
23
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to distort and softer strummed tones stay clean.
So there still is some warning in advance, unlike
a string which breaks without warning. You also
can install a by-pass switch in parallel to the active
circuit allowing you to continue playing in passive
mode.
Batteries sometimes start producing a crashing
noise when they’re almost flat. The reason is that
the inner contacts have rusted loose. In these instances, don’t blame the active circuit, replace the
battery!
Rechargeable batteries are not worth using in a
guitars because of the low current consumption of
the circuits. They fall much faster from full voltage
down to zero than non-rechargeable batteries, giving less warning time. A power supply is not worth
using either, unless the instrument has a sustainer
or LEDs built into the neck.
“The battery clip can come loose and the
guitar would stop working”
This problem is well known but easy to solve. Carry some small pliers in your guitar case for bending the clip into the right form. They can be very
useful for changing strings, too.
“The battery can leak and damage the guitar”
This only happens with very low quality batteries.
Good ones never leak.
“Active electronics produce noise”
This was only a problem with very early attempts
at producing actve circuitry, but as designers’ experience and the technology improved the problem was eliminated. With industry-quality components this is definitely no longer a problem.
24

“Active electronics produce hum”
This is not true. If a guitar is humming, it is never
due to the electronics. Either the pickups are single-coils, or the cavity is not correctly shielded.
Many guitars use conductive paint, not always
with good results. Metal foil is much better by far.
Aluminium foil is cheap and easy to obtain, but
it cannot be soldered--it must be kept in contact
with the pots. Copper foil is expensive but it is
solderable. Copper containing spray paint (such
as ‘EMV 35’) is not as good as copper foil, but it’s
still better than graphite spray. Cables with leaky
shielding can also cause hum, but in this case active electronics would attenuate the effect rather
than increase it.
“Electronics change the sound”
This can happen. But this does not mean that the
sound will automatically be worse. If this is the
case, it means the circuit was not well designed, or
not correctly adapted to the pickups. The electrical
load of the pickup is wrong. We saw that old active
circuits had no load capacitance at their input, so
the pickup had a very high resonance frequency,
and the sound got too thin and brittle. With the
right load the sound will be corrected. A skillful
choice of components will create a better sound
than a conventional passive circuit can offer. The
fundamental sound of every guitar is produced by
the wood and the strings. This of course will remain the same, but that fundamental signal is susceptible of being transferred more expressively.
All pickups change the sound, anyway; the signal
they put out does not exactly correspond to the vibration of the strings—it will always be corrupted
in a certain way. This alteration is highly prized
by guitarists: a neutral transfer would sound boring. Every type of pickup transfers differently, as it
is of course intended by their design. So, why not
“modify” the sound in another way? What counts
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is the final result. With the suitable load capacitors
and resistors the sound can be trimmed to your
personal taste from a wide range of tonal options.

ceiving the guitar in its original state, then you can
undo everything and bring the instrument back to
its factory state without leaving a trace.

“Electronics uses transistors which cause
inharmonious distortions”

Installation is quite simple, actually

If this happens, either the circuit was built amateurishly or the battery is nearly flat. Transistors
produce inharmonious distortions only when an
amp is overdriven. This can be easily avoided by
not setting the gain too high. In a correctly designed circuit the signal transferred will be crystal
clear. Even tube gurus Mesa Boogie use transistors in their amplifiers - in the graphic equalizer.
Because hardly anyone knows this, nobody seems
to notice.
“Electronic circuits are expensive”
That’s not true. Even high-quality components
cost only a few cents today. In most cases the circuit is much cheaper than a set of new pickups.
You then can often leave the old pickups in and
just add active electronics. They will do their job
much better than ever. This is a very attractive option for exotic guitars whose pickups have a special size and cannot be easily replaced. If a custom
active circuit is needed, the main cost factors are
(1) the development of the circuit, a work in need
of much expertise and care, and (2) the installation, which will often require a bespoke solution
especially based on the requests of the musician.

A typical active circuit is not even as big as a matchbox; it fits in most guitars without a problem. Fig.
8 (below) shows a replacement for the Fender mid
booster, which can be installed in most guitars
without extra routing.
Routing work on the wood or additional holes in
the top are seldom necessary: you can implement
additional switching functions with push-pull
pots or with rotary switches (the above mentioned
C-Switch, for example) placed in the hole used
before for the tone pot. But, let’s face it, not every
guitar is a precious vintage item that demands its
original state must be preserved. Even if you absolutely cannot avoid installing additional switches
and pots (a rare situation) the necessary modifications can be done in an aesthetically pleasing way.

“The guitar gets devalued”
This does not have to be so. If it sounds better than
before, then its practical value is indeed increased.
Where possible, when I undertake this kind of
job I install the electronics in a way that it doesn’t
require any woodwork. If the buyer insists on re-

Fig. 8. Small as a matchbox, no milling necessary:
replacement for the circuit shown in fig. 5
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Fig 9: An instrument with a separate compartment
for the battery, easily accessible. There are,
however, systems that would allow a quicker
replacement of the battery, without the need of
removing screws.

It is very important that the battery is easily accessible and replaceable. You can find examples of
guitars in which the batteries are badly installedunder a big pickguard, for example in a Stratocaster. This is really a crackpot idea. Anyone inexperienced would need half an hour to change the
battery. A separate compartment is very important (fig. 9), and it must be easy to open. The fitting
tool (coin or screwdriver) also must be carried in
the guitar case. If you follows this advice, changing the battery should be quicker than changing a
string.

on the back of the instrument. On hollow arch-top
guitars such as an ES335 or ES175 three lithium
button cells can be placed under the pickguard.
Holders for them are available in the electronics
trade.

Les Pauls have a cavity large enough for a battery.
In my Stratocaster I put the battery into the jack
cavity. An alternative place for the battery is the
rear side, under the spring cover when the springs
are hooked into positions 1, 2, and 5. In a Telecaster there is no space and thus some routing is
necessary. A battery cavity can be routed under
the pickguard (which can be easily removed), or

Author’s website: www.gitarrenelektronik.de
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Between the two extreme ideas “sound above all,
no matter how looks like it” and “original appearance above all, no matter what it sounds like” a
good compromise can always be found.

Additional information:
(in German language)
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INTERVIEW

FASCINATION

INLAY
The ancient art of
handmade inlay gets
some of its secrets
unveiled: a conversation
with expert luthier
Howard Robinson

AN INTERVIEW BY WIM STOUT

I

came in contact with Howard Robinson
by chance. Being a luthier myself I value
sharing experiences with colleagues and
hobbists by keeping myself on forums and
discussions. During one of these I found myself
amazed at Howard’s skills for handmade inlays
and by his personality. Please enjoy the interview
with a true artist (W.S.).
28

Your name is Howard Robinson, but your
guitars are “Lindsay Wilson”. What’s the
story behind that name?
[Howard:] That is funny, actually. When I started
my furniture making company, my partner and I
talked about correctly branding our business. We
wanted to get the name right from the start, as it
can determine your position in the market. With
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me as Robinson and him as Cornish, it sounded
really good to call our business “Robinson &
Cornish”. For a guitar brand, as well, it is very
important to get the name right. Some names
simply do not roll off the tongue, and “Howard
Robinson guitars” didn’t sound particularly good
to me. And then you have the fusion of two names
often seen on plumbers’ and carpenters’ vans: one
is called John and the other Albert and they call
themselves “Johnbert carpenters”, for example.
And so, totally against my better instincts, my
middle name Wilson and my wife’s name Lindsay,
much to my annoyance, sounded really good
together. Lindsay, in America, can be a man’s

little dents and bumps here and there, colour,
warmth, natural woods are the things I like to
have in my guitars to a certain extent. The inlays
come from my visit to old buildings from the
regency period. There was a lot of furniture with
Japanese lacquer and Japanese inlay, beautiful
works with birds and flowers and various organic
natural inlays. I could not help but be inspired and
influenced.
When I started building instruments, I just felt
that it was not enough to just make another guitar.
It had to be something different. I believe my
guitars are different from everybody else’s because
of those influences.

name. And guitar brands from America
are all big last names—the ones we all
know. So that’s how it started: Lindsay
Wilson Guitars was born.
How did you get involved in
furniture design and making?
I did Art and Woodwork as my major
subjects in school. My master did his
apprenticeship with Edward Barnsley,
from the famous Barnsley brothers,
who did a lot of furniture making for
the Queen and the Royal Family. It must
have rubbed off on me. I was supposed
to study furniture design, but somehow
ended up doing Art and Graphics
instead. I realized that the Art part was
okay, but I eventually came back to do
furniture design. The art and furniture
combined greatly influenced the way I
design. It allowed me to go beyond the
norm of tables and chairs.
And how do your guitars (and
specially your inlay work) receive
these influences?
All the things I like about old furniture,
like rounded, smooth edges, slight flaws,
29
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Where do you get your inspiration
for inlay designs these days?
My main source od inspiration are
companies that deal with Japanese art
work, prints and wood blocks. I go to their
web sites and look at the gallery of the artists
whose jobs they sell. These works that can
date back to the 17th century in some cases,
or be something modern, as well. I browse
through until I say “Ohh... that’s it!” There
is always a particular element that sparks
my creativity. It can be a particular color,
a bird in a tree, or a layout that I can see
working great on a guitar’s neck.
What was your first inlay design?
It was some flowers I saw in a book, and a
dragonfly that I just made up. Of course I
had my book from Larry Robinson, “The
Art of Inlay”, from which I learned the basic
steps.
What do you think about traditional
inlay designs, inlay such as the “tree
of life”?
Designs that fill up a neck or a body
completely is not my cup of tea. I do believe
that the amount of inlay versus the neck is
very important. On a couple of my guitars
I recently put too much inlay. When I look
at them I think: you got carried away. You
need to get that compromise absolutely
right to make it work.
Larry Robinson has made some guitars
completely filled with inlay, there is no
wood left to see. Artistically it shows great
craftsmanship but I really like the warmth
of the wood colors. I am not really pushing
my craft, because I know there are millions
of craftsmen better than me—if you really
get your magnifying glass out. What I do is
the design, the color, the use of the material,
the relationship of the neck and the right
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amount of inlay. That’s what I am trying to
accomplish and to offer.
Do you inlay completely by hand?
Yes, I do not have a laser or CNC machine. I use
a small router such as a Dremel for the rough
work, but after that it is small chisels, knifes, a
jewelers’ saw, and other handheld tools.
Sometimes you see inlays extremely
tight, where the image is nice, but it is
so perfect that it looks cold. Is that a
consequence of using CNC technology for
a craft that is traditionally hand-made?
Yes, absolutely spot on. I had a talk with Larry
Robinson about this. I mentioned that I felt I
had a crisis of confidence. I asked him what he
thought about using filler. I felt guilty in using it.
He said not to feel guilty as you can’t cut a piece
that creates small islands of ebony so small they
don’t break off. It’s just not possible. He explained
that he made a Celtic grit design where he had to
use black filler mixed with something, because
in the end it’s the image and the impact of what
you are doing what counts. It is not cheating and
it is not wrong; it’s simply about how you decide
how to use the material to create that art. When
you look at an object in daylight, you define that
object’s image by using lines. There are lines
that define the shadows, too. When you look at
a lamp shade the edge is a line and not a color
against another color. So if you get your inlay so
tight, placing colors too near to each other, it just
disappears. You don’t know what you are looking
at. If you look at Larry Robinson’s work, quite
often there is a black line, a purpose full cut line,
to show where the feathers on a wing are going.
You can always tell when it is hand done; it has
so much more soul. I feel that machined inlays
are just not interesting to look at, no matter how
skillful it may be handling these machines. An
image needs to be alive to enjoy for a long time
and inspiring.
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Do you build guitars exactly to customer specification or do you stick to
your own designs?
If you build exactly what a customer wants,
you generally create a mess. Most customers
have no clue about design. They may like what
you build but it is a one off. It does represent
a Lindsay Wilson guitar. The design of the
guitar and bass guitar is fixed. The pickguard
and the neck/headstock shape is a specific
design. Different tuners, reversed head stock,
different pickups, neck thickness, etc. are all
tweaks and have no impact on the general
design. It is quite important to me that a
Lindsay Wilson guitar can be recognized.
How was the specific design of a
Lindsay Wilson guitar created?
That’s quite an interesting question. I love
the shape of a Stratocaster. It’s my favorite
standard factory model. I love the sound
of single coils and I am not really a big
humbucker fan. I always played a strat but
I thought I don’t really like this and that,
and it really looks dull and lumpy, and I just
thought “I am going to refine it”. I placed
an outline of a strat on a piece of paper and
started working on it. My contours are a lot
more extreme than a strat. The top horn is
quite chamfered on the inside and on the top
edge. I also wanted the pickguard to be very
different from a strat’s one. I like that the
lines, instead of following the body shape, go
against expectation and I brought the shape
down to almost the shape of a teardrop. And
suddenly I had my guitar. I did similar things
to the headstock. The bass guitar is basically
a bigger version. Other thing I did was to look
at the cable plug. Most people put them for
safety behind the strap button but then you
had a big loop of cable because the socket was
pointing the wrong way. I pointed it upwards
and created a groove for the cable to run
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through so it fitted the position behind the strap
button better. I think it is very important that
when you have your shape to stick with it or else
you are losing your way. It does not mean I cannot
develop different models.
What is your procedure to make an inlay?
I print an image or copy one from my book of
sketches, trace the individual parts I want to
use and rearrange them on a template of a neck
until I have got something I really like. It has to
be a colored image. Then I will figure out what
materials I will use: it can be wood, stone, shell,
or any other suitable material. When you read
books about inlay, it is all about shell. People think
inlays are just done with shell but there are many
other materials that can be used. You should use
materials that better represent the image you are
making. Check out the textures, the patterns of
the original, and find the right materials to make
it work.
Looking at your inlay, your birds especially
stand out. Where does this come from?
I think birds are very graceful. They appeal to
me more than a big fat dog would. Birds have
an element of romance and of tradition. And in
Japanese art they represent such emotions.
Back to wood, what is your favorite species
to build a guitar or bass?
That would be mahogany, no question about that.
This goes right back to my traditional days in
the furniture industry. Cuban mahogany is the
best but you cannot buy it anymore. It’s illegal to
import it from Cuba or South America. It’s illegal
to log because it is very rare. I used to work with
it quite a lot in the old days, as the majority of
the furniture was Cuban mahogany. It was very
dense and sometimes had a tiny white fleck in
it. Very heavy grained and smooth. Alternatives
from Honduras and Brazil are not as dense; they
have also become rare and difficult to get a hold
32
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of. Other woods would be ash
and elm but I am not a big lover
of over-exotic tropical hardwood.
I am a bit old fashioned in that
way. For a fret board my favorite
is ebony, absolutely. I just love the
contrast—very “Japanese”. Ebony
is also very hard, and with a
delicate inlay you don’t want the
strings to damage the work just because the guitar
is played on.
Do the big brands endorsements and
marketing make it harder for you to sell
your guitars?
I don’t know. If you look at the guitar prices of
other builders who charge up to 7 to 8 thousand
pounds for an electric guitar, or acoustic guitar
builders charging up to 15 to 20 thousand pounds
for an instrument, I am nowhere near the top of
the market in terms of prices. I don’t have to rely
on guitar sales for a living. I am 65 years old in
March. Would it not be great to have somebody
well-known to play your guitar and leave a legacy?
I have just made a guitar and the owner said
it was the best sounding, best made guitar he
laid his hands on. What more can you wish for?
Regarding endorsements, the really well-known
guitarists are captured by the big brands and
they cannot play any other guitar. They may take
your guitar and place it in their living room but
you will never see it being used on stage or hear it
on a recording. Not all artists sign endorsements,
though, because they see it as a form of control. I
am just hoping that one of them crosses my path
one day and fulfills my dream of playing one of my
instruments. Fortunately, in financial terms, my
other business keeps me going.

for equal or even less money than with what the
so called “high-standard” brands charge. Our
customer base is formed by those people who do
not have to tell their buddies ‘hey look, I got a
Fender Custom’, as most of their friends would say
‘so what?’
If you got somebody who has the confidence in
what they see, feel and play—someone who’s happy
with a one off guy instead of a famous name on the
headstock, that’s great.
Do you provide your inlay work service to
other people?
I am working with Antony Goulding, who makes
aluminum bodies. I have been talking to other
luthiers but no concrete business has come from
this yet. Many have access to CNC inlay owned by
themselves or via their contacts. Such cooperation
must have a “click” of sorts. Anthony and I had a
wonderful chat at our first contact and we have
done some really stunning guitars now. Richard
Fortus from Guns’n’Roses is even interested in
one. It would be very exciting if this pulls through.
But I am open for any luthier to collaborate in
making a handmade inlay on a fret board or
existing neck—they must just leave the frets out
and I will give it a go.

Additional information:

Do you think that true handmade guitars
(not the assemble kits) have a future?
I think that slowly, people start to understand
that from a luthier you get a better quality guitar

Website: www.lindsaywilsonguitars.co.uk
Contact: info@lindsaywilsonguitars.co.uk
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TRADITIONAL LUTHERIE

BUILDING
THE
TURKISH

OUD
Alex Arenz (29),
and the story of the
instrument that
marked his passage
from apprentice
to professional

AN INTERVIEW WITH ALEX ARENZ
PHOTOS AND TEXT: LEO LOSPENNATO

O

ud and clear—that’s the association I made in my mind when I heard
Alex playing a few tunes on this
impressive instrument. Light as a
feather and crafted with an astounding amount
of precision, this instrument has a name that also
recalls the name of the luth, specially in Span34

ish (‘laúd’) and in German (‘Laute’). I met Alex
Arenz back at the beginning of a search driven
by his unquenchable passion for lutherie. He
changed cities, he worked as an apprentice in
several workshops, he devoured every book on
the subject, and finally he made it: he became a
luthier in his own right. This is his story. (L.L.)
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You are a young luthier, and this is one of
your first instruments. What made you decide to build an oud instead of more popular, western instruments?
In a way, it was the ethnic instruments that choose
me, because I was originally looking for an education as a guitar maker. I received my education
at the Turkish Conservatorium of Music in Berlin; they specialize in Turkish oud making. After
working for a few weeks at their workshop, I was
captivated with the totally different handcrafting
techniques and the characteristic sound
of the oud.

What can you tell us about this particular
instrument?
This is a Turkish oud with 11 Strings, and it has
a scale of 585 mm. The body has 23 springs, the
neck and the head shell are made of Wenge, and
the inner blocks are made of lime wood, as per traditional. The top is Cedar and the top beams are
made of Cedro. Cedar and Cedro are two different kinds of wood. Cedro (Cedrela odorata) is also
called Spanish Cedar, although it comes from Central and South America. This wood has an intense

What is its origin?
In its earliest versions, this was one of
the first fingered plucked musical instruments. It has been a part of the oriental culture verifiable in the 3rd century
in Iran, but there is also evidence of its
existence in ancient versions from 3000
years ago in Egypt. It was introduced to
Europe at the time of the Crusades and
evolved over time into the lute, the vihuela, and finally, into the guitar.
What about the wood used in the
traditional construction of the
oud?
The body is built over a wooden form
and has several single strips of different species of wood. Inside the body you
find a front and a back wood block, for
stability. The top could be spruce or cedar and is normally between 1,8 and 2
mm thick. The three inlays, or intarsia,
are handmade out of maple or bone. The
pickguard is made of ebony and the lime
wood neck is dressed by nine pieces of
veneer. The Turkish Oud usually has 11
strings tuned to E-A-B-E-A-D. The deepest bass string is a single string, the rest
are paired.
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aroma, a fact reflected in the species name. Cedar,
on the other hand, is a conifer found in Asia and
the Mediterranean.
The inlays are made of maple, and they are a traditional oriental design. Fingerboard and pegs
are made of ebony. Wenge is an African wood,
very dry and rough. It is hard to work, too—getting splinters in your hand is not unusual at all.
Wenge has a rather brittle sound (probably a consequence of its hardness), the cedar top, which is

a bass sounding wood, provides tonal balance to
the whole. The bridge is black stained maple. It
has proved to be a good choice in order to obtain
a good attack. For the bass strings I use a German
handmade brand called Lenzner. The high strings
are from Pyramid.
Back to your story with music instrument
making. Tell us about your first introduction to music.
I was nine when I first saw an Elvis
concert on television. That inspired
me to take my first guitar lesson. My
teacher was H.J. Kaps, director of the
Berlin Guitar Ensemble. During my
school years I played in a band, and
began to write my own compositions
and created beat designs in my home
studio.
After graduating, my greatest wish
was to build a guitar myself. After an
exhaustive search, I chanced upon Peter Stärk, a guitar maker specializing
in amplifiers and electric guitars near
Berlin. He took me on as his apprentice. Back in those days I also worked
with social workers on music projects
involving disadvantaged teenagers.
How did you take the leap into lutherie?
By the time I was 16 my first instrument, a classical handcrafted guitar
from Germany, was badly damaged. I
brought it to Peter, who had no time to
repair my instrument personally. But
he offered to supervise my work, if I
wanted to try and repair it myself. It
only took me a week to complete the
repair, but during that time, it became
clear to me that I wanted to become an
instrument maker.

36
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An oud is typically built in 150 hours, complete
with a shellac varnish.
How do you define the pricing of your products?
The cost of materials for an oud depends on the
quality of wood used. One should never skimp on
the wood used for the top and the ribs. The wood
for the top alone can easily cost 100 Euros (about
$130). The cost of handwork is justified by the
striking improvement over factory quality and the
fact that every instrument is a unique work.
Which warranty policy do you offer to your
customers?

Later on, in order to learn the theory of stringed
instrument making I spent five weeks every semester at the violin and guitar making school in
Mittenwald, in south Germany. In July of 2012
I completed my education and was awarded the
highest grades in plucked string instruments.
This oud was my final examination piece. My
passport to a professional certification.
From where do you get inspiration for
your work?
I am inspired by other musicians, history books
and instrument makers. It is important for me to
gain insight about other kinds of instruments to
obtain a clear vision of what sound is all about.
How long does it take for you to deliver a
finished instrument like this one?
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As far as I know, warranties, in the usual sense, are
not a common practice among handmade stringed
instruments. But if a customer of mine were to
have a problem or complaint I would naturally do
my best to accommodate their request.
In what ways do you promote your work at
this early stage of your career?
Right now it is only by word of mouth. Friends ask
me about what I am doing and after a while friends
of friends come and ask me if I can repair or built
something for them.

am looking forward to meeting guitar makers who
are interested in sharing their knowledge with me.
I know it’s not going to be easy. In the meantime,
I read old guitar making books and try to learn by
myself. I remain open to everything new and try
to live according to the principle “don’t talk about
it, do it”.

Additional information:
Turkish Conservatorium of Music in Berlin:
(www.btmk.de)

What finishing methods do you prefer for
your instruments?
I love the shellac varnish methods. Mostly I work
with tropical wood which is very open pored and
it’s important to develop a good pore filling technique. The most important thing for me is to take
the time that the process demands.
What are the next challenges ahead of you?
I am also very interested in building guitars. So I
38

Contact info: alexander.arenz1@web.de
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WORKSHOP TECHNIQUES

EXTRACTING

BROKEN SCREWS
AND MASKING HOLES
FOR GLUING
Screws can lose their heads, but we don’t have to.
We present a clean, practical way to remove them
and to repair the hole as if nothing ever happened
PHOTOS AND TEXT BY PETER WESTERBERG

O

ne of the most frustrating things you
can come across when working with
guitars is a broken screw set deep in
the wood. Sometimes I have managed to take the screw out using a fine and sharp
side cutter, but the deeper the screw is buried, the
more difficult is to deal with.
40

Some years ago a customer handed me over his
1972 Gibson Les Paul with a broken strap button.
He proposed to just drill a new hole at one side of
the old screw, which was of course a no go. I came
up with the idea of using a metal tube with ground,
sharp notches on one edge, and use that to drill
around the screw in order to remove it. Devices
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like these are now commercially available on websites that offer tools for luthiers, but all these years
I have implemented this method with self made
tools and it has never failed me. I come across broken screws almost every day: pickguards, tuners,
strap buttons and whatnot. Taking them out with
minimal damage to the instrument is indeed relieving, and simplifies the repair tasks that follow.
The ultimate material for the metal tube would be
steel, but I usually go for brass or aluminium since
you can find them in several sizes in hobby supply
stores and are easier to grind.
The visible part of a broken screw is normally
the diameter of the screw’s core only. The screw
thread is not visible, so you have to estimate the
diameter of the whole screw, which according to
the measurements I made on several screws used
on guitars (strap button screws, neck attachment
screws, etc.) is a 30% bigger than the diameter
of the core. To stay on the safe side of things you
could multiply the visible diameter of the screw by
1,4 and use a metal tube with a diameter that is at
least that big. The idea is to drill the wood around
the broken screw but without touching it. If the
tube is too thin it would hit the screw and make
things worst.

1. The drilling tube.

screw itself acts as a guide for the tube, but it is
useful to use a flat piece of wood (or better yet, a
sheet of clear acrylic) 1 or 1,5 cm thick (about 1/2
in.) with a hole of the same diameter of your tube,
clamped precisely above the screw to be removed

2. Drilling. Don’t
press too hard,
in order to avoid
compressing the
wood. Pull out every
now and then and
clean away the dust
from the hole.

Use a small file to make some teeth on one edge
of the tube, and mark a stop point with a marker,
or tape, so you won’t drill deeper than necessary.
A hole on a fretboard, drilled while taking out a
broken neck screw, will prove to be very hard to
explain to a customer.
Drilling around the broken screw
Using a bench drilling machine or a hand drilling
machine mounted on a drill press stand will greatly help in doing a clean job. A hand drill might be
more difficult to control. Sometimes the broken
41
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in order to guide the cutting tool. Remember to
clamp the piece you are working on, too.
When drilling, remove the tool and clean the hole
from dust frequently (compressed air is a good
way), because the tube doesn’t have a spiral for
dust removal, like is the case with drill bits. This
will also prevent getting the wood burned by the
friction. Avoid using high drilling speeds.

4. Use punches of different
sizes to make holes in masking
tape for easier masking when
filling glue in holes.

Plugging the hole

3. Success! The screw is out.

Masking and gluing

You could make a plug that has a diameter that
perfectly matches that of the hole, but sometimes
it is more practical to drill a hole that matches
the size of existing plugs. I found that making a
plug for every single occasion is time consuming,
so I made hundreds of them in different sizes and
wood species—mahogany, ash, alder and maple. I
used a plug drill bit for that.
5. Plugging the hole masked with punched out
masking tape. This guitar was a cheapo, so I didn’t
feel it was necessary to use matching wood and just
used a hardwood dowel (probably left over after
putting together an IKEA bookshelf).

To avoid a mess when squeezing glue in the hole, I
mask the hole using a piece of masking tape with a
matching cut out on it. If this kind of repair is frequent in your workshop, simply take an ordinary
roll of masking tape and punch holes of different
diameters so you have an instant masking solution
for every occasion.
Additionally, the tape will provide protection for
the guitar’s surface when you cut the plug flush–
you simply slide the saw blade or chisel over the
tape.
Small holes often don’t need to be plugged; the
best solution is to squeeze in white glue and let it
dry. In such case, the masking tape trick is especially useful.
42

I made the plugs with the wood grain perpendicular to the length of the plug, so the plug will be less
visible once it is in place.
Additional information
Website of the author, luthier and guitar restorer www.
peterwesterberg.se
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In Europe: visit www.lospennato.com | email: info@lospennato.com
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PHOTOGRAPHY

HOW TO

PHOTOGRAPH

GUITARS

(FOR NON
PHOTOGRAPHERS)

Part I:
Camera settings
Part II
udio
Setting up a home st
Part III
Lighting

Part IV
Retouching

A practical approach
for luthiers who want
to produce pictures of
professional quality
(part 3 - lighting)
PHOTOS AND TEXT BY LEO LOSPENNATO

A

s you recall from the article in the
previous issue, I prepared my studio
and made my first attempt at taking
a good picture. I was looking for an
effect of light and shadows like in the big picture
of the red bass (above). That photo represents the
successful outcome of the process I am describing.
44

Note how the lights and the shadows give depth
to the photograph, transmitting a sense of the
instrument’s mass and weight. Such sensation is
missing on those pictures in which the instrument
is presented without any shadows at all, against a
flat, monotone background, giving the impression
of a thin guitar floating weightless in the void of
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nothingness—pictures so typical of the “week’s
deals” of music house’s ads:

Definitely not what I wanted for my guitars. Not
that there is anything wrong with that kind of
pictures: I was simply aiming at something else.

The first attempt
I used two 500w lamps with umbrellas placed in
front of them in order to diffuse the light. That
way, I intended to avoid any hard shadows and
the reflection of the lamps themselves on the
instrument. My lighting setup looked like this:

This first shot didn’t look satisfactory to me. The
too diffuse light comes directly from the front of
the instrument; there are no reflections on the
surface. That can be desirable in some cases, but
for this bass I wanted to make the high-gloss finish
evident. The shadows were too weak, too. In the
case of some of the takes I was planning to shot
that wasn’t a problem, because I could correct that
later during the retouch phase. But in this case I
wanted to see some shadows—not hard ones, just
some better defined shadows.
As you know, I used a professional picture as
a reference; the kind of professional quality I
intended to emulate—this one:

Copyright: Dieter Stork

That lighting setup yielded this result (ignore the
background—it will be photoshopped out. Look at
the instrument itself):

That is the picture of one of my instruments taken
by a professional photographer. What is it that
makes this picture so great? Let’s see:
45
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- The high-gloss finish is evident from the
reflections on the front, which also reveal the
subtle curvature of the instrument’s top.
- Either the studio in which this picture was taken
was dark, or the instrument was placed inside a
“tent” made with black fabric.

There are several types of diffusers, but the one
used in the picture of the bass looks like a pyramid
of black fabric (kept together with a light metallic
inner structure) with the translucent screen at the
base, to diffuse the light coming from the lamp on
the inside:

This last point is obvious because all reflections are
black, except for a patch of white light coming from
above. That was easier to see in the reflections on
the knobs:

A few weeks after this session I got a small diffuser
on eBay for 25 euros (the one in the picture above,
enough for a guitar or bass), and things have been
much easier since then.

They were the key to the “reverse engineering” I
performed on this picture in order to replicate the
same style. Take a look at them: the knobs, being
domed, should reflect a lot of lights. But instead
they are completely black, and reflect a solitary
patch of light on the top, one with very well defined
borders. That reveals that the studio was dark, and
the lighting for this take was composed of only one
diffuser placed directly above.
A diffuser, much in the way of the white umbrellas,
is a device that distributes the light coming from
a focused, bright source in a soft unifom way by
interposing a translucent screen between the light
source and the object to be photographed. That
way the light impacts the object in a more balanced
manner, avoiding hard shadows and shiny spots
on the glossy guitar surface.
46

My advise is: get a real diffuser if you can. But in
the meantime, for this session I improvised my
own diffuser—not professional, but cheap and
quick.
In my experience, when it comes to taking pictures
of guitars with a high-gloss finish, the quality of
the picture is strongly related to the quality of the
reflections on the glossy surface.
I had my own learning curve in this regard, too.
Look what happens if you don’t pay attention to
what is reflected on your guitar. On the back surface
of the black guitar on the next page you can see
the reflections of the windows on the opposite wall
of my living room. You can also see me reflected
as well, waiting for the automatic shutter to go off
while showing a tired expression after hours of
taking pictures.
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(By the way, this guitar is hanging on a thin nylon
cord, like the ones used for fishing, which gives
away another setup I used with my instruments—
later, I would Photoshop the cord away, of course).
I only got a satisfactory version of this picture after
I shot from behind a big piece of black fabric with
a hole in it for the camera’s lens.

The light is provided by two 11watts fluorecent
lamps tied together, hanging above my improvised
diffuser. This is how the whole thing ended up
looking:

Black fabric and white diffusers are the key for
a good picture of shiny objects (glossy guitars,
chromed parts, glass, etc.) The black fabric creates
homogeneous areas without any reflections on
the surface of the object, and the white, diffused
screens create soft luminous areas, which enhance
the gloss of the object.

The second attempt
Back in Fig. 1 you can see that I used a table
leaning on its side as a supporting structure for
my photography session. In the picture below, I
am placing some baking paper (the one you use
to bake things), held in place with clamps on the
table’s legs, to act as a diffuser of the light that I
would project from above (see next picture):

I left the two 500w lamps in the front, though,
in the hope of having a fuller context in terms of
lighting. The results? Not good. The 1,000watts of
the frontal lamps overwhelmed the meager 22watt
lamps on the top; it was as if they weren’t even
there. There was too much light from the front,
preventing the creation a defined reflection on the
top of the instrument. Second attempt: epic fail.
47
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The third attempt
So, I decided to place one of the 500w lamps
directly above the instrument, and nothing else.
No other lights around.
The following picture might be a little confusing,
but you can see 1) a 500w lamp, unelegantly
placed between the table and the bookshelf, 2) a
concoction made of baking paper and black cloth
acting as a diffuser (the black cloth helped me
“shape” the reflections on the instrument’s face),
and 3) down there you can see a different bass
being photographed (professional photographers
must be clenching their teeth in disgust right now).
But it worked. Look at the result in the photo of the
red bass, on the right (picture not retouched).
As you can see, I got some very defined pictures of
my bass, with a nice reflection on top and a good
background. Note that I replaced the white cloth
background with a panel of something similar to
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Styropor (also called Polystyrol, hard foam, etc.),
but more tightly grained than normal Styropor
and covered with a rigid sheet, so the instrument
leaning on it wouldn’t damage it so easily. That
way I also got pictures with the shadows I wanted.
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So, to sum up this series of articles to this point,
this is how I got a decent picture to work on:

•

Camera settings: aperture f22, the highest
possible ISO value, and the metering set to
“overall” (as explained in article 1 of this series,
published in Sustain #1, downloadable for free
from our website).

•

Studio: A home studio improvised in my
living room. I took the pictures at night in order
to minimize natural light coming in through the
windows (thus increasing contrast). I worked
alone, not allowing anyone (especially not kids) to
hang around.

yourself—those lamps get really hot in seconds! I
recommend having a fire extinguisher on hand,
just in case. Remember, in case of an electrical fire,
using water would only make things worse.
And what did I do with that nice picture I finally
got? Well, I retouched it with Photoshop, of course.
Which is precisely what we will talk about in the
next article.

Additional information:
Author’s website: www.lospennato.com

•

Lighting: One good light from above, diffused
and masked with black cloth as needed. The 500w
lamp works very well, provided you are careful not
to let it touch and set fire to flammable objects (like
the baking paper or the black cloth) or get burned
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FINISHING

FINISHING YOUR
GUITAR - PART 3:

LACQUERS
One of the most used finishes both in
handmade and mass produced guitars: its
history, characteristics, chemistry, and pitfalls
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BY WIM STOUT

A

s a synthesis of what we saw in this
series of articles, allow me to list
the different categories of coatings
used on wood. All of these can be
applied by brushing, rolling, spraying, dipping,
or flowing, although some of these methods are
better than others depending on the particular
type of finish. The categorizing criteria is the way
they cure, or dry.
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1) Lacquers: a substance that dries solely by solvent evaporation.
2) Enamels: a colored substance that dries initially by solvent evaporation, followed by crosslinking with an external component, mostly oxygen.
3) Varnishes: a transparent or clear substance
that, like enamels, dries initially by solvent evaporation followed by cross-linking with an external
component, mostly oxygen.
4) Oils: idem as varnishes.
5) Two-component finishes (2k finishes): a
colored, transparent coating that dries by solvent
evaporation followed by chemical crosslinking of
the two different ingredients (2 components).
6) UV/EB curing finishes: a colored, transparent or clear coating that cures by the application of
ultraviolet light or an electron beam.
This classification shows how lacquers are different from the rest, evident in the way they cure.
Lacquers are, in chemical terms, non-reactive
polymeric structures. ‘Polymeric’ means that individual molecular blocks called monomers (‘mono’
means ‘one’) are connected together to form a
chain of many (‘poly’) of them. One can use one
type of monomer, or use a variety of them in order
to combine properties. This way, particular parameters of the lacquer (hardness, stiffness, adhesion, softening point, and others) can be altered in
order to build a formula that fits the application, as
different types of wood require coatings of different characteristics. Ideally, the coating of choice
should be able to follow the dimensional changes
caused by temperature variation (for example, in
and out some hot stage lights, or the changes in
weather conditions) or the coating will crack.

A bit of history
Lacquers are some of the oldest coatings known.
The earliest lacquers were based on milk, eggwhite and tree resins. Until the 16th century, musical instruments traditionally were coated with oil
blended with natural resins harvested from trees
or by distilling pine sap (the distilled solvent is
called turpentine). Back in the time of the greatest
violin builders they used oils with phenolic resins
added to them. When most believe that Stradivarius and his contemporaries had a unique, secret
recipe, it is more likely that they simply worked
with what was available, constantly experimenting and adjusting the formula. Several of these violins have been analyzed and they show different
ingredients in each coating.
With the British Empire expanding into the orient,
shellac was introduced to Europe. The labour-intensive shellac coating was applied to high-quality
instruments with a brush before French polishing
was invented and, after oil, was the most common
finish until Fender started to mass produce electric guitars. Applying shellac demands expertise,
time and patience, and therefore is not suitable for
the mass production of electric guitars. Nitrocellulose, on the other hand, was already known for
over 50 years and successfully used with a spray
in the automotive industry, so Leo Fender started
using these coatings on his guitars. That way, nitrocellulose lacquer finishes took a place among
the other two dominant coatings used on guitars,
shellac and oil.

Lacquers, in intuitive terms
So, lacquers are dissolved polymers that become
hard when the solvent goes away. But ‘dissolved’ is
not the precise word to describe what’s going on.
The polymers are more accurately ‘swollen’ by the
presence of the solvent, which increases the distance between the polymer chains, introducing a
51
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fluid behavior to the whole. Solvents have a structure that is similar to the monomer that composes
the lacquer’s polymer; such solvents have a lot of
interaction with the polymer and stay much longer in the mix. The curing process, consequently,
is slower. These solvents can stay up until 4 to 8
weeks in the coating (smell your guitar case). Diluents (fast curing) have just enough similarities
with the monomers to get mixed with them. Having less interaction with the monomers/polymers,
these solvents increase the distance between
monomers much better, which also means that
they evaporate much faster out of a coating film.
Think of it like this: If you go into a pub and meet
some friends, you will probably be
back home much later than expected. This is because you like your
friends and have a lot of interaction.
It’s hard to say goodbye. On the contrary, if you go into a pub and none
of your friends is present, you may
have some conversation with the
bartender, but that will not last for
the whole evening and you’ll head
home much earlier.
Efficient diluents are used in paints
intended for spraying, to make
sure the paint does not run down
by gravity’s action on the vertical
surfaces of the piece being coated.
Other paints use mixtures of these
solvents, which allows adjustments to their drying
time. Water itself acts as a solvent, but waterborne
paints and lacquers also contain the substances
called glycol-solvents that help film formation.

ferent types (and their names) relate to the origin
and characteristics (natural or man-made) of their
polymeric structure. Let’s review their basic characteristics.

Shellac
Shellac as we know it is not the pure substance
harvested from the lac bug; it has undergone a
heat treatment to extract water. Raw shellac is a
structure containing a lot of alcohol groups (hydroxyls) hence it is soluble in alcohol and one or
two acid groups. When water is extracted, an alcohol group and an acid group polymerize and

Shellac Flakes (Photo by Simon A. Eugster/Creative Commons)

Different types, the same idea

form an ester. Shellac, in particular, is therefore is
a polyester. The exact structure of shellac is hard
to define due to its natural origin; insects do not
constantly produce the same molecules, however
all molecules behave in the same way when water
is extracted from them.

Why there are so many different kinds of lacquers,
then? There is nitrocellulose, there is shellac (harvested from an insect which excretes this resin),
poly-acrylics, polyurethane lacquers... These dif-

Beware of water! It is known that water damages shellac finishes. Remember your grandma’s
furniture, showing the circular mark of wet glasses? Ester bonds are not alkaline stable; ergo, a
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drop of water will enter and take the shellac back
to its original structure, which had water to begin
with. This process is called saponification. Shellac
should not enter in contact with liquids, not even
cleaners. To clean a surface lacquered with shellac
use a slightly dampened soft cloth or some cloth
dampened with dry cleaning naphtha, instead.
Shellac can be used as a pre-stain conditioner on
medium-porous to non-porous wood to obtain a
more even color, without dark spots (because of
the deeper pore penetration). Owing to its wide
molecular size distribution, shellac lacquer is hard
and flexible. This effect allows excellent buffing
and polishing results.

Nitrocellulose
Nitrocellulose was actually first produced to make
lacquers in 1833. It was ‘forgotten’ as a lacquer,
and its main use was as a film carrier and wound
sealer. In 1848 the first gun cotton (an explosive
alternative to powder) was produced by means of
increasing the nitrogen amount in the compound;
so, the war industry consumed most of the available nitrocellulose. In between wars, in particular
after the Second World War, surplus production
capacity forced producers to find new outlets; nitrocellulose took then an important role in industrial applications. They remembered that the original nitrated form yielded shellac-like polymers,

An old Les Paul with a nitro finish, with
cracks and all ((photo courtesy of Gord
Miller - gmvintagerestorations.com)
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ideal for the paint and printing industry. The Ford
Motor Company got soon interested in that option.
The resin itself is very hard and brittle and unsuitable to be used by itself. It therefore requires
a plasticiser such as polyesters or other softening
substances. This mix leads to interesting combinations as each plasticiser has its own characteristics.

Nitrocellulose, chemical structure
(Inc ru, under Creative commons license)

Nitro cellulose lacquers can be produced in three
main varieties, all of the high-gloss:
1) Quick-cracking and quick-yellowing: suitable
for repairing old guitars, or to “age” guitars.
2) Slow-cracking, from non-yellowing up to strongyellowing.
3) Non-cracking, from non-yellowing up to strongyellowing.

and where the film becomes more brittle. A good
lacquer should be able to follow the expansion
and shrinkage of the wood. A too brittle lacquer,
though, will not be able to do so and will crack.
The plasticiser should create enough resistance
to cracking but when it evaporates itself, in time,
cracking will unavoidably ensue.
For many people nitrocellulose is the best guitar
coating available because of the association with
the old guitar sound that they admire. Nitrocellulose, however, was actually not used because of
its tonal character, but simply because of its several advantages in comparison to other man-made
polymers: it was cheaper, it was easy to apply with
a spray gun, it dried quickly without cross-linking,
and it was easy to buff to a high shine. Today, due
to safety regulations regarding toxicity and flammability, only a few companies continue to produce nitrocellulose lacquers.

Poly-acrylic lacquers
Poly-acrylic lacquers are generally a blend of
monomers in the polymer, or a blend of different
polymers in order to control final paint properties such as adhesion and flexibility. For example,
straight acrylic acid yields a very hard and brittle
polymer, whereas butyl-acrylate is very soft and
sticky at room temperature.

Each type requires a different plasticizer. Quickcracking types use slow evaporating compounds
such as DOP (DI-Octyl-Phthalate) or more healthy
alternatives following identical properties. Slowcracking varieties use plasticisers with bigger,
heavier molecular weight, or polyesters. Noncracking types typically use pre-polymerised oils;
alternatively they use soft, non-drying resins,
such as peanut oil alkyds.
Cracking is the result of the final shrinkage of
hard resins where true solvents finally evaporate
54

Poly-acrylic acid, chemical structure
(Photo: Edgar181 - Under CC license)
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These different characteristics (being brittle or
soft) relate to the so called glass transition temperature (or Tg, for short). Such number represents the temperature at which polymer does not
behave like a solid anymore but like a liquid, instead. This does not mean that it becomes fluid,
but that its molecules, even when the process is
very slow, can re-orientate themselves.
A polymer of acrylic acid yields a Tg of 112°C (234°F)
whereas butyl-acrylic acids yields a polymer having a Tg of -56°C (-69°F). Generally, a Tg of 65°C
(149°F) is suitable for wood coating –rarely will a
guitar be subjected to higher temperatures than
that. Poly-acrylic acid (poly-acrylate), being too
hard, would not be able to cope with dimensional
changes due to room temperature variations, but
some addition of poly-butyl-acrylate softens the
mix and lowers the Tg. The little amount required
would leave most properties almost identical to
those of pure poly-acrylic-acid.

Polyurethane lacquers
Polyurethane lacquers are obtained as the final reaction product of an alcohol functional polyester
(or poly-acrylate) with iso-cyanate. Its structure
resembles those of 2k coatings, but the polymer
size is smaller so it can be dissolved. Its properties
are similar to poly-acrylic lacquers but they are
more abrasive and chemical resistant.

Urethane, chemical structure
(Photo: unknown, under CC license)

Water based lacquers
Water based lacquers can be made from all resin
types. Some soap structures called emulsifiers are

used to make emulsions (a mixture of two or more
liquids that are normally immiscible) between the
resin and the water medium. Often non watersoluble solvents are used to migrate into the resin
and to lower the Tg (that is, to plasticize the lacquer). This is necessary to ensure the coalescence
(the connection) of the sphere-shaped emulsion
particles. Many books present pictures of ideal
film formations, but in real life the process stops
as the solvents evaporate and the Tg o the mix increases above ambient temperature. So, in order
to form a closed film, the coating must be kept for
some time at a temperature above the resin’s Tg
(i.e. above 80°C = 176°F). This is necessary for the
formation of a resin matrix, and consequently, of
a nice coat. As we cannot subject guitars to these
temperatures, we have to live with a non complete
closed film. This is not all that bad, as the coating is now able to breathe and most sealers underneath will close the total paint build anyway.
Waterborne lacquers, unlike shellac, are more
resistant to water. But it is ultimately the resin
properties and the particular formulation what
strongly influence the final properties of the lacquer, especially in regard to chemical resistance
(against beverages, sweat, rain, etc.)

Preparation and application
Lacquers need a lot of solvent to have a viscosity
low enough for application. Their low solids content compared to oils and other coatings allows
deeper penetration into porous wood types. Surface preparation therefore is a key part of finishing.
The use of special pore fillers and sanding sealers
greatly improve the results. Applying several layers of the diluted lacquer with a sponge pad, after
staining, allows film build up. Wet sanding with
a suitable solvent or diluted clear coat eliminates
surface roughness and allows he wood fibers to fill
up the pores. Remember, lacquers cure by evaporation, so it is absolutely necessary to work in a
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well ventilated area to prevent risks of intoxication, fire, or explosion.

Lacquers and polishing

It is necessary to mention that in the
buffing process two types of abrasive
powders can be used (apart from considerations regarding particle size and
hardness). These two types correspond
to particles of either sperical or triangular shapes, which are used for different
purposes. Triangular shapes are significantly more abrasive and able to grind
into 2-component surfaces. Spherical
shapes roll over the surface, effectively
polishing. Triangular abrasives should
not be used on lacquered surfaces: the
melting soft resin, due to the heat generated by friction accepts the damage of
the sharp abraisive into deep grooves.
This means that it would not be possible
to eliminate the scratches made during
buffing anymore.

Lacquers and guitar playability
There is one often overlooked drawback
regarding the use of lacquers. When
played with moist hands, a lacquered
neck can become sticky, making the in56

Reproduced under Creative Commons license - by Dougoblue

It is during buffing that one can see the great effect of lacquers composed by a mix of a harder and
a softer resin. The friction heat from the buffing
process melts the softer resin earlier and it flows
and mixes with the buffing wax to a high
shine incorporating the slippery property from the wax and the added resistance
to scratches because of this. If a buffing
process does not deliver the desired result, it means that the buffing wax is not
suitable for the lacquer used.

strument difficult to play. We all know that a straw
in a glass of water has a higher liquid level than
the glass; this is caused by capillary pressure. The
neck coating is hydrophobic. Skin is both hydrophobic and hydrophilic: it does not like water, and
it does, at the same time. Since the distance between the neck and the skin of the playing hand in
contact with it is very small, capillary forces will
come in to play, leaving a small vacuum that will
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suck the water into the skin, creating a negative
pressure (a vacuum) towards the neck. In the case
of 2k coatings, one can roughen the neck surface
with Scotch-Brite (a line of abrasive cleaning pads
produced by 3M) or a similar product. Lacquers,
however, are applied in much thinner layers running the risk of sanding to the bare wood. Playing
the instrument however, will eventually polish the
neck back to a smoother, shiny surface.

high gloss at the same time is to add some acetone
in the spray thinner of the last layer and applying some orange-peel or spray-mist coating on the
neck when it’s almost dry, and not to sand/buff the
neck afterwards. The roughened surface allows
channels where air can move to avoid the vacuum.
In the next article we will discuss other (non-lacquer) finishing products. As always, questions and
comments are welcome!

A more effective solution would be to apply a flat
(low gloss or matte) coating on the neck. But the
best way to achieve a rougher neck surface and a
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The
GUITAR
of your

A curvaceous
guitar created by
Eric Lovett, who
specializes in
such stilized and
attractive designs
(www.xenstringed
instruments.com)

DREAMS

I

f we were to organize a contest of v io lin design, we are sure that the submissions wouldn’t be nowhere close
to these ones in terms of craz y ness
and or iginalit y. But that is exactly what we
wanted: imagination, creativity and fun.

Luthier Leo Lospennato, who will build the
winning design and present it to the winner, is
more concerned than happy, though, trying to figure out how to build a guitar in the shape of a GClef (you will find it within the next pages), in the
event that such... thing might end victorious.
58
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But the final decision will be in the hands of our
judges, all of them notables when it comes to guitar design.
In this article we show you a few of the designs, a
sample that represents the spectrum of the submissions as they continue to arrive.

We are in the search for originality, for a new
classic, for an instrument about which we could
say “yes, I see that one becoming a favorite in the
future”. But there are also some objective parameters that will inform the judges’ decision. Let’s
review them.

An original, ergonomic design by Benedikt Neyses, from Germany. Note the multiscale fretboard and the choice of Ola
Strandberg’s individual bridges, in enough quantity for... 9 strings!

Designed by Chris Pieterse, this double cutaway is at the same time rustic and
modern. Note the highlithed, bigger view of the inlay marking of the 12th fret.
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Evaluation
Beauty. Everything contributes to the design.
Shapes, colors, details, finishes. A guitar is made
to make music, which essence is sound. However,
the visual impact is just as important. The design
of the guitar should mirror the style of the music it
was intended for, somehow. And it should also embody the designer’s fantasy of the perfect guitar.

Originality. As discussed in other articles in
this issue of Sustain Magazine, it seems that big
companies don’t want to afford the luxury of being original (they could lose market share otherwise). But independent luthiers, and specially
amateurs or aspiring ones... well, they they can
leave their creative juices run free.
A guitar that just looks like a minor variation of
a Stratocaster or a Les Paul model has very lit-

A modernistic design by Bill Compeau,
from the USA. This guitar is the perfect
complement for the bold designs of the
amps that Bill and his partner develop at
Ark (arkamps.com)

A guitar designed by Christoph Gruber. Note
how the ergonomic lower horn flows into the
bold cutaway at the end of the fretboard.

A small body and a retro look
in this cuteness designed by
Budi Firmansyah.
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The “Burnout Vee”, with a strong influ
h’s
drawn from racing cars, in Maik Busc
visualization.
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Not all designs
submitted were
just drawings.
Some fellows are
already building the
things. Look at this
prototype made
by the folks at
Dirckson Guitars.

In these drawings made by Chris from MuX Guitars, we see
the evolution from a paper draft, into a 2D computer model,
and finally into a 3d rendering.

tle chance of being chosen as a finalist for this
contest. On the other end of the possibilities, a
too radical design might also have a hard time
convincing the judges. However, that should not
restrict anyone’s creative process. Winning is not
everything: creating and having fun is.
So, how do we create something original? First of

all, forget about the classic models; don’t just draw
a minor variation of something else. Find the boldness to innovate, instead of just imitating or modifying. But beware: going in the opposed direction
of something is, somehow, having that something
as reference nonetheless. Originality is not necessarily about going against the more crowded
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roads: being truly original means finding
a complete new one.

Double view of a
6-string bass designed
by François Tissot. It
has a headstock, but
it serves only for the
anchoring of the strings.
The actual tuning works
like in a headless bass,
with the tuning pegs
placed n the bridge.

Playability. How comfortable, in terms
of playing, would your design be? How
easy to carry around would it be, how easy
would be finding a matching case? If you
put in on a normal guitar stand, would
that instrument stay put, or would it fall
to the floor? And especially, how comfortable would it be playing such guitar, both
in standing and seated positions? All this
aspects contribute to the fundamental aspects of playability.

The fine print

Kerry Kruger looks very decided to make a career in guitar
design, as advertised by him in the picture above.
The handsome “Vexer 7” is one of his original creations.
Any luthiers out there interested in a business partnership?
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s
A detailed concept, with specification
y,
cavit
olo
trem
the
rols,
cont
for the
the neck joint and the cable jack in this
design by João de Sousa.

And while the
gentlemen build castles
in the air, Laura Wilmot,
(the only lady in the
contest) already decided
to get this pink G-Clef
guitar tattoed on her.
Have you noticed
that this... design—in
absence of a better
word- would only work
well (if at all) as a lefty?

The fine print once again
To conclude this preview of the submissions that

increasingly populate our desk, let’s remind the
participants about the rules.
• There is no purchase necessary to enter or win.
Prized cannot be redeemed for cash.
• Entrants must be 18 years of age or older, or have
the relevant authorization from a parent or guardian.
• Employees and the immediate families of the
sponsors, the magazine and the members of the
judging panel are not eligible for the contest.
• The contestants retain ownership of the design.
Its legal protection, however, is their own responsibility.
• Entrants grant Sustain magazine permission to
publish their pictures and drawings in the magazine and in other media.

• Entrants grant Sustain magazine permission to
publish their name and city/country of residence.
Other personal information (including address,
email address, phone number) will not be published unless authorized and requested by the
entrant.
• By entering, entrants warrant that to the best of
their knowledge (1) their entry is an original idea
that has not previously won awards or prizes in
another contest; (2) that they are the legitimate
authors of the design; and (3) that the designs
do not infringe the intellectual property rights of
any third party.
• The organizers (Sustain Magazine) reserve the
right to disqualify entries at their discretion.
• SUSTAIN Magazine reserves the right of modifying the rules as necessary. The Contest may be
terminated at the magazine’s sole discretion.
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In collaboration with:

RETRO / VINTAGE

GOYA “RANGEMASTER”
The Goya trademark was originally used by the
Hershman Musical Instrument Company (New York
City) in the 1950’s on models built by the Swedish
company Levin, which has been making guitars since
the 1900s. From the early 1970s until 1996, Goya
instruments were built in Korea and distributed by
the Martin Guitar Company.
Jimi Hendrix played a guitar like the one in the photos
above, the Rangemaster, back in 1968. And Stevie
Nicks of Fleetwood Mac composed her very first song
(“I’ve Loved and I’ve Lost”) with one of these, which
she received from her parents as a present for her
sweet sixteen.
The guitar in the pictures shows good quality
craftsmanship and a retro look to drool over. Note
the precise binding of the body and on the neck,
with frets that end just before the fretboard’s edge,
Gibson style.
The pickguard is cute and retro, but the most
attractive elements in this guitar are the pickups:
they are split into two coils, one for the treble strings
and other for the bass strings. Note how each coil has
64

a number identifying it, which serves as a reference
for the operation of the switching console. It allows
the player to select the bridge pickup only, the neck
pickup only, or both (as it would be standard in a Les
Paul guitar). But curiously enough, it is also possible
to select the upper coil of one pickup and the lower
coil of the other (positions “1+4” and “2+3”).
The sunburst finish has a smooth transition between
colours, although this particular instrument most
probably belongs to the era in which the company
produced the better units; other examples of the
same model show a finish that is not semi transparent
like this one, but opaque—probably intended to
cover a lower quality body wood. There is not much
information available regarding the sound, but a few
videos on YouTube show, if not a breathtaking tone,
at least a pleasant vintage character.
The smaller pictures show a single master tone knob
and a second switching board, which allows the
player to select among “Lo”, “Med” and “Hi” tones.
The tremolo lever looks in excellent shape, as does
the rest of the hardware. Talk about a beauty!
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RESEARCH

ALEX SOBOLEV’S

“TRIOLIN”
The Triolin is an interaction design project
intended to subvert the hierarchy of the soloist
by forcing them to interact with other musicians
through a single object. It intentionally puts the
musician in the awkward position of having to
share with others not only the sounds, but the
physical instrument, too.
Conceived an built by luthier Alex Sobolev in
2008 as a thesis project for the School of Art &
Design of the University of Michigan, is composed

of three violins connected at the hips, forming a
common resonant chamber and truly making it
into a single instrument.
The result of an experimental search, the radial
configuration shown in the photo was chosen
from many other possible arrangements that
were eventually discarded after functional or
conceptual reasons. Mixing tradition and advanced
technology, one third of the construction was done
by hand and about two thirds were completed with
the aid of 3D modeling and CNC machining.

Additional information:
http://www.alexsobolev.com/work
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M

y boss is a nerd.

He took me with him to the
music fair in Frankfurt, gave
me his digital camera, and told me to take pictures of anything
interesting I saw. We would meet at noon to share impressions.
It took me less than five minutes to find two lovely girls, one
blonde and one brunette, in Schecter’s stand. Not that I speak
much German (I know food names, mostly) but I have good
communication instincts: I quickly realized that their excuses
for not giving me their email address or phone numbers were
all invented. I don’t know what went wrong. I even used my
winning pickup line for chicks who are into music: ’So, how do
you like it, ”piano” or ”forte”?’
No answer. But I took a lot of pictures, anyway.
So I met my boss at noon, and when he saw the photos I’d
taken he told me that I was supposed to have photographed
musical instruments, not the girls at the different stands. I answered “we’re at a trade fair, for goodness sake—why would I
want to take pictures of guitars and stuff?”
So, for the afternoon, I was given the mission of taking photos of instruments, and nothing else. I spent five hours making
pictures of mixers, synthesizers, consoles and a lot
of cool, state-of-the-art DJ
equipment.
At the end of the day, right
before we left for the airport, he wanted to see the
pictures. As he scrolled
through the photos on the
camera—making a visible
effort to keep calm– he
said to me, very slowly:
“We work for a magazine
on stringed musical instruments. Why in the world
would you take pictures of
DJ equipment!?”
No, really, the guy’s such a
nerd.
Send an email to the intern:
intern@FellowLuthiers.com
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BOOKREVIEW
REVIEW
BOOK

The most
direct
path to
one‘s
first ax
BY NEAL SOLOPONTE

A

uthor Martin Koch
defines himself as
someone who builds
guitars in order to
write about them, something
thankfully evident as one goes
through the pages of “Building
Electric Guitars”.
The making of any musical instrument is a complex task. Purists will
argue about how much more difficult is to build a violin than is to
build an electric guitar. Granted, if
an acoustic instrument is f lawed,
no amp, distortion, or effects are
available to hide that fact. Electric
instruments, however, require a
much more varied and multi-disciplinary approach than an acoustic
one. Violins are simple—not easy,
but simple. A violin is composed of
maybe 20 or 30 individual parts.
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They lack electronics, magnets, coils, and a
long et cetera. A guitar is composed of about
200 individual parts. A single tuner machine
has maybe ten different components.
In the face of such complexity, conciseness is a definite plus for any book on the
subject. And that is, precisely, the main virtue of this work. Conciseness in the structure (no long chapters about guitar history
and other anecdotal content); conciseness
in the paragraphs (short sentences, to the
point, written in the active voice); conciseness in the step-by-step instructions for the
aspiring luthier.
And what is equally important, it has conciseness in the pictures. Every step is both
explained and shown. Believe it or not, the
book has in total about 700 photographs,
drawings, schemes, and figures.
The book has a modern editorial design,
with good, readable fonts, and a two column
organization: one wider for the text, and a
narrower one for the pictures, which sadly
are a little too small. Close up pictures are
clear enough, but some others need an extra
visual effort to understand what’s going on.
This book is ideal for first-time builders. It
has succinct but useful guidelines regarding
the use of power tools (e.g. the direction one
must move a router, how to properly solder a
wire, etc.) All measurements are expressed
in both imperial and metric systems. The
book is available in English and German,
and in both printed and digital versions.
Could anything have been better in
this book? Well, if we really “judge a book

by its cover” then maybe the cover (which
probably won’t scream “buy me!” from a
bookstore shelf ) could be more attractive.
And as said above, the pictures could have
been bigger. But all in all, if you are planning
to build your first guitar or if you want to
gain insight into such a complex process, this
useful, practical read is an excellent way to
go—up to date and way better organized than
many classics on the subject.

Edition: Paperback/Digit
al - 235 pages
Publisher: Koch Verlag,
2nd. Ed. 2001
Language: English/Germ
an
Dimensions: 18,7 x 1,2
x 24,6cm (7.4 x 0.5 x 9.7
inches)
Average price: €27,50 /
$22.86 / 18,95 GBP

Amazon rating:
rating:
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FILM REVIEW

Oldie but goldie

BY NEAL SOLOPONTE

W

e had to make a decision regarding this section. Should we feature
new movies (like last year’s mediocre “Rock of Ages”, with Tom

Cruise), or should we review good movies, even if they
are 30 years old?

We decided to go with this last option. Enter Spinal
Tap, the Majesties of Rock.

The other pillar of this movie is the talent of Christopher Guest (who would later become a director of

Directed by the acclaimed Rob Reiner, this film was

mockumentaries himself), and that of Michael McK-

a pioneer of the new genre of “mockumentary”—a fake

ean, who is the quintessential supporting actor—that

documentary with a big dose of improvisation. It fol-

guy we recognize from all those movies and TV series

lows a (fictional) band’s story, starting with some of

(Star Trek, Smallville, The Brady Bunch, Friends, and

their hippie songs from the 60s (“The Flower People”,

a hundred more) but whose name we never remember,

played with the actors characterised as teenagers, us-

despite the Grammy and the Oscar nomination for Best

ing Beatle-like hairstyles and all), following with pro-

Song that he carries under his belt. Harry Shearer is

gressive-mystic rock (“Stonehenge”), and all the way

now a regular voice on The Simpsons.

into the excesses of glam rock with its obvious sexual
double entendres. They got through it all despite the

Much like The Beatles, the band ends splitting up be-

terrible curse that the band is under: all their drum-

cause of a woman. But don’t worry, they are still playing

mers die in strange circumstances, like some bizarre

today, so we know that a happy ending awaits. Except

gardening accidents and more than one spontaneous

for the drummer, that is.

combustion. Now they optimistically start a US tour,
but their hedonist, rockstar lifestyle (sex, drugs and

A negative note: the sound edition. The volume of the

rock’n’roll) will soon face a reality check.

musical parts is much higher than the volume of the
spoken parts; when you rent this DVD, make sure that

The fundamental reason for this movie’s success is

you have a remote with fresh batteries at hand.

the authenticity of its music. The songs are all original
compositions by the actors themselves. Spinal Tap, de-

“This Is Spinal Tap” (1984)

spite their satirical intent, ended up being a real band,

Dir.: Rob Reiner

with real albums and everything. The movie is from
1984, but not long ago they played at the Wembley Arena and at the Glastonbury Festival – the largest greenfield event in the world- in front of 200 000 fans (yes,
that’s not a typo). The Tap is about parody, but it is also
about some damn fine (and fun) music, too.
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Starring: C. Guest, M. McKean, H. Schearer,
et. al.
Rotten Tomatoes rating:
rating:
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Advertise on SUSTAIN magazine!
Hundreds of luthiers are waiting to
read about your products and services
on SUSTAIN, the leading European
magazine on lutherie.
Send us your own art or let us take care of it for you.

1/4 Page

10 cm x 7,6 cm
(4 x 3 in.)
$90 / €75
1/8 Page
5 cm x 7,6 cm
(2 x 3 in.)
$49 / €39

1/2 Page

10 cm high x 16,5 cm wide
(4 x 6,5 in.)
$175 / €140

Contact us today! Hello@FellowLuthiers.com
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Keep in touch with
the world of lutherie!
So, where
do you live?
The subscription fees for one full year
(four quarterly issues of SUSTAIN),
including shipping and handling, are:

l To the USA: U$S 59
l To all other countries: € 59
All payments are made via PayPal.
A PayPal account is not necessary –
just a credit card, or a bank account.
Subscribe now! Visit:
www.FellowLuthiers.com
Questions? Contact us!
hello@FellowLuthiers.com

In next issue (August, 2013):
l
l
l
l
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The periodic table of Stringed Instrumenst (poster) l Art: the Picasso guitar
How to photograph guitars (Retouching) l Movies and books reviews
Technology l Techniques l Research l Interviews with makers and artists
Instrument‘s design ... And much more!

